
Ambassadorship Information
A Focused Lyfe Ambassador is a person or entity which willingly enters into a partnered marketing and 
advertising agreement on behalf of the Focused Life brand, with the intent to earn commission on sales 
generated via the social media sharing of Ambassador’s discount code 

Terms of Agreement 
Each Ambassador has the opportunity to bring unique ideas and methods to the agreement, while meeting 
standards in line with Focused Lyfe’s brand and objectives, in order to maintain fairness and smoothness 
of operating procedures 

TIER LAYOUT 

1st Tier 
In exchange for a mat of Ambassador’s choice, a top-tier Ambassador will meet the following 
requirements: 

- A minimum of 3 #focusedlyfe posts per week depicting the mat

- A minimum of 10,000 (with preference given to those with 25,000+) followers 

- Incorporation of trending yoga challenges and hashtags into FocusedLyfe tagged and 
mat-displaying posts 

- Use of specific hashtags and Instagram product tags as given to qualifying 
Ambassadors, those with a following of 10,000+

- While not a strict requirement, a strong preference is given to those who portray a 
social media image in line with FocusedLyfe’s mission statement. One or all of the following 
might apply; ecological sustainability and use of sustainable products, active and diligent yoga 
practice, healthy eating, healthy lifestyle choices, and a strong spiritual practice. 

2nd Tier 
In exchange for a discounted* mat (*wholesale rate), posting and tagging of FocusedLyfe’s brand is done 
at a rate of Ambassador’s choice, throughout one year from date of sale. Ambassador will set the terms of 
rate of posting, and, in agreement with FocusedLyfe, will then follow their own terms. 

3rd Tier 
In the spirit of flexibility, FocusedLyfe is open to interested Ambassadors’ pitches for unique 
arrangements, barters, and negotiations. Terms will be decided upon and outlined in writing by 
FocusedLyfe and Ambassador.  

Advertising Methodology 
The methodology employed by Ambassador is to be legal, non-discriminatory,“safe-for-work” (absolutely 
no #NSFW style content), and in keeping with high standards of morality, ethics, and decorum. 



Ambassadorship Information

Termination
Agreements to terminate partnership must be in writing. Resignation will be deemed active upon notice of 
receipt by FocusedLyfe. Depending upon circumstances of termination, Ambassador will either be 
invoiced for mats dispatched to them, or asked to return mats within 30 days. 

Wholesale cost to Ambassador 
 $40 for the Cork Yoga Mat  
(Shipping varies on location) from $12-$22 and  
$30 for the Jute and  
$10 has the average cost for shipping.

Details 
Ambassador agreements are made in writing after an in-person conversation, Ambassador and 
FocusedLyfe each retaining a signed copy of the agreement. 

FocusedLyfe generates a discount code for Ambassador or Ambassador creates code (code can be the 
name of Ambassador’s business or brand separate from FocusedLyfe, or any arrangement of characters). 

Ambassador’s code and its discounted percentage or dollar value, is ultimately at the discretion of 
FocusedLyfe; mainly to prevent duplicate codes, which ensures each Ambassador’s commissions are 
properly rewarded, and to prevent codes that may be inappropriate or out of alignment with 
FocusedLyfe’s brand. 

FocusedLyfe will notify all Ambassadors of promotions (with their start and end dates, and discounted 
percentage or dollar value specified) so that Ambassadors may advertise accordingly. 

Codes are embedded with a link directing customers from Ambassador’s sales channels to purchase via 
FocusedLyfe.com. Percentage or cash value of the code will be active and applied at customer’s checkout 
via the link.

Depending upon frequency of sales; weekly, bi-weekly, or monthly reports of Ambassador’s code-
generated traffic statistics will track Ambassador’s overall sales and discount codes.

Reports will be sent to Ambassador which itemize Ambassador’s sales.

Commission is paid one week from date of sale via PayPal, Zelle, or Direct Transfer. 

Ambassadors are to keep track of their own commission statements with FocusedLyfe sending a year-end 
statement for tax purposes. 

Ambassadors can receive a $25 bonus upon the initial sale of any recommended or referred  Ambassador. 

Consignment is available for Ambassadors wherein the term Ambassador represents an entity or facility 
in need of bulk order; i.e. yoga studios, gyms, spas. Please ask about our consignment program if this 
applies.

Email us to start a conversation 

http://FocusedLyfe.com

